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**Awards:**
IEEE IC – Outstanding Student Branch Award

**Brief Bio:**
IEEE Student Branch College of Engineering Chengannur formed on the 16th of September, 1996 with the goal of keeping the students in touch with technological advances. What started as a small initiative for the technical advancement of the students, is now one of the most vibrant Student Branches of the Asia-Pacific Region (Region 10) and Kerala Section. The Student Branch has always taken pride in raising the caliber, nurturing technical interests, exploring managerial skills, enculturating fidelity, accelerating career goals, strengthening ambition, and brightening the future of its members thereby contributing productive and socially committed engineers to society. Through seminars, workshops, technical festivals, and competitions, the Student Branch is fervent in helping its members to update their knowledge and skills with technology which is advancing by leaps and bounds.

**Achievement for which the award was given:**
The last three years have been exceedingly successful with more members in the Student Branch than ever before. With around a hundred events being designed and executed every year, the Student Branch always keeps its prime objective as to deliver maximum benefits of an IEEE membership to its student members. The students are always kept aware with each activity that they are part of a global community of like-minded engineers. The Student Branch also ensures that there is regular participation and volunteering by its members in Section and Region events. The diversity of its activities and conscious efforts taken by the ExCom to include as many student members as possible in the organisation of events has ensured that both the technical and managerial prowess of the students are enhanced. The SB’s rich history and active relations with its alumni have brought immense brand value to the institute as well - which is reflected in the annual placement statistics of the institute. The kind of overall training that the Student Branch provides to the students results in over 100 students getting placed every year in reputed companies all over India. With annual flagship events such as IEEE Student Quality Improvement Programme and Robothon that see Section-wide participation, the SB ensures that college infrastructure is kept up to mark. As the SB is entering its 25th year, its honest efforts in ‘advancing technology for humanity’ upkeeps its reputation as an Outstanding Student Branch of the India Council.